




THE COAL SECTOR

Coal resources in abundance

China is the world’s largest coal producer and consumer.  In 2005, the country’s output reached 2.1 billion tones, representing 40%
of the world’s total production.   China has increased its coal production in the last 10 years by 959 million tones, almost equivalent to the
world’s collective growth.  China’s coal sector is operating in a healthy trend, with stable rises in prices and the industry is overall
profitable, with notable improvement in productivity.

China’s pool of resources is signified as “rich in coal, lack of oil, with scarce gas”.    Coal has in the last 50 years represented the
country’ primary energy consumption.   It is recognized that coal will, in principal, remain China’s core energy source in the future, many
years to come.  It is known that the total coal reserve is more than 1,000 billion tones, of which, only 189 billion tones can be used
directly.

A  booming  industry

China’s coal industry is now another step further opening up, with increased international exchange.  The sector has achieved
enhanced modernization by integrating technology and trading, expanding the scale of utilizing foreign investment, importing advanced
technologies, equipment and know-how.  China’s coal sector attracted, between 1998 and 2002, foreign investment worth 5.7 billion
yuan, and imported tremendous amount of advanced equipment.  Foreign investment is indeed moving into China’s coal sector, while
the nation’s entities from other industries such as power generating companies and steel-making companies have  participated in the
business of coal mining; major coal companies at this point are exploring and building new mines.

Coal machinery sector flourishes

The machinery-manufacturing sector provides the fundamentals and support to sustain a healthy development of the coal industry.
Chinese policies encourage coal machinery manufacturers to ride on the global relocation of manufacturing base, seizing the opportunities
when foreign manufacturers entering into the market.  International players enter the market with advanced technology, which in turn
enhances the country’s coal development.  China focuses on importing technology while bringing in top-notch equipment, and throughout
the course, strives to turn this knowledge into its own to promote its self-reliant innovations, which accelerates its move to raise its own
manufacturing standards.  This initiative provides the coal sector with advanced, reliable, and a complete set of equipment.

The development of the coal sector

China’s coal sector should progress with these objectives:  a more reasonable system for the sector, a stronger industry with a more
sustainable developing capability, a proper growth of production, an improved economic structure, producing large and medium scale
machinery with international standards, a better safety record, creating an industry for coal processing and multiple use for coal.



General Information

China Coal & Mining Expo 2007
China’s 12th International Technology Exchange & Equipment Exhibition on Coal & Mining
Date: 6-9 November 2007
Venue: National Agricultural Exhibition Hall

Hosts & Organizers Approved by : Ministry of Science & Technology, P.R. China

Hosted by : China National Coal Association

Co-Hosted by : China National Coal Group Corp.

Organized by : Together Expo Limited

China Coal Consultant International

Schedule Set-up Period : 3-5 November 2007

Exhibition Period : 6-9 November 2007

Tear-down Period : 9 November 2007 (afternoon)

Venue Exhibition : New Hall, Hall 1, Hall 3 and Outdoor Area

National Agricultural Exhibition Hall

Technical Seminar: National Agricultural Exhibition Hall

China Coal & Mining Expo is renowned for its ….

LONGEST HISTORY China Coal & Mining Expo goes back to 1985, when its first show was held.  It has since been the trade’s only
national event every other year. In 2007, China Coal & Mining will have been hosted for a dozen times!  It is
China’s longest running tradeshow, surviving both ups and downs of the coal industry, and therefore it is
considered a nation-wide calendar event for the industry.

LARGEST SCALE In 2005, China Coal & Mining Expo was participated by more than 300 exhibitors from 17 countries, taking up a
total exhibiting area exceeding 17,000sqm, making it the largest tradeshow in its sector.

WIDEST RANGING The extensive exhibits at the China Coal & Mining covering the latest and the most advanced technology
introduced to China making it the must-visit event for the coal industry.  Products presented at the show range
from equipment for mine exploration and construction to systems for roadway boring and support; from facilities
for coal safety, coal transportation, coal processing to IT applications for the management of the coal industry.

BEST ATTENDENCE In 2005, China Coal & Mining registered some 20000 exhibitors and visitors representing the manufacturers of
coal mining equipment, the coal mine enterprises, research & design institutes and the coal trading companies,
making it THE paring and networking venue for THE trade.

THE SHOW



Equipment for Coal Mine Production

• Coal Mining
• Underground Transportation
• Pump Station and Power Plant
• Auxiliary Haulage Equipment
• Roadway Tunneling
• Roadway Supporting
• Blasting & Drilling
• Underground Ventilation & Drainage
• Mine Power Supply System
• Flame-proof Electrical Device

Services Equipment for Coal Mining

• Mine Surveying
• Geological Exploration
• Mine Design & Construction
• Mine Safety & Rescue
• Underground Safety Monitoring System
• Underground Communication
• Degassing & Monitoring System
• Labor Protection & Miner Health Protection
• Personal Rescue Equipment
• Protective Clothing
• Computer Application in Coal Production
• Equipment Testing & Maintenance
• Equipment & Accessory
• Mine Safety Material
• Underground Filling
• Hydraulic Equipment
• Seam Gas Exploitation & Utilization
• Cooling System for Mine
• Mine Environmental Protection & Recovery

Others

• Coal Processing
• Clean Coal Technology
• Mineral Processing & Comprehensive Utilization
• Open-pit Mining & Technology
• New Technology on Coal Utilization
• Slope Coal Mining Equipment
• Coal Analyzing Equipment
• Trade & Consultant

EXHIBIT PROFILE



Expanding Show Scale in an Expanding Coal Market

China Coal & Mining Expo 2003 China Coal & Mining Expo 2005

Number of Exhibitors 189 313

Exhibition Scale 11612 sqm 17634 sqm

Number of Visitors 11784 16069

Visitor Statistics of 2005 Show

Visitor’s Demographics Breakdown Nature of Company

Products of Interest Purpose of Visit

EXHIBITION REVIEWS








